What is the Mind, Astrologically?
•

Mercury, Mercury, and the Moon:
The Mind/Memory Interface

•

Traditionally, the Mind most emphatically was
not the brain.
A simple traditional explanation is that the
Mind is:
•
•
•

A nexus between the body and the spirit
The place where spirit interacts with physical
matter
The place of interaction of Aristotle's different
types of soul
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Qualities of the Soul
•

What was the Brain supposed to do?

Aristotle in De Anima distinguished three types
of soul:
•
•

•

•

Vegetative: nutriment and reproductive. All living
beings have this function; plants have this soul
Animal: adds perception, sensation and movement
to the capacities of the vegetative soul; animals
have this soul
Rational: this adds speech and the ability to have
abstract thoughts to the animal soul. Humans have
this soul
Notice that any living organism has one of these
soul, but the higher souls encompass the functions
of the lower ones
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The Medieval Brain
•

•

•

•

Aristotle believed the brain was a cooling
mechanism for the heart, which was the seat of
the spirit
He did, however, identify the sensus
communis, which is where all senses may
circulate, in the brain.
It was Galen who put the animal soul as
located in the brain.
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•

Imagination
Memory
Reason

The common sense (sensus communis of
Aristotle) received all sensory data, and the
results were stored in memory
•

•

Qualities of the Soul

The brain has three anatomical zones:
•
•
•
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Its physical location was under dispute.

•

What we now call "mind" was subsumed in the
Medieval concept of "soul." The modern use of
"mind" as synonym goes back to Descartes
(see Pouivet)
There were two major views of the soul in the
Hellenistic period
•
•
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Plato believed that the soul was trapped in the
body
Aristotle believed that the soul was what animated
matter, "making" it living
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Qualities of the Soul
•

•

Qualities of the Soul

Aquinas coupled the Aristotelian rational soul
to the Christian concept of spiritual soul – this
is then what is meant be "soul" to the Medieval
and Renaissance Christian astrologers
Among the primary functions that the
astrologer wished to examine was the Native's
capacity for rationality: would reason
predominate, or passion?

•

Note that it wasn't until David Hume
(1711-1776) that a philosopher argued
seriously for the point of view that the passions
rule reason – and that it's a good thing! Hume
was an agnostic.
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Qualities of the Soul: Ptolemy
•

Qualities of the Soul: Ptolemy

Ptolemy was already proposing that the reading
of the quality of soul was determined by
examining Mercury and the Moon (III:13):
•

•
•

The qualities of the signs in which they are posited
•

•

•

•
•
•
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Cardinal gives people-oriented, changeable, curious,
and attentive to omens
Fixed gives stubborn, dogged, patient, ambitious,
hard-working, and belligerent
Mutable gives complex, mercurial, versatile, difficult to
place, and music-loving

Ptolemy uses the the term "moral character"
(ethikos; ) for these qualities of soul
There is greater ease, spontaneity and
effectiveness if:
•
•
•
•

•

Their dispositors
Planets aspecting these bodies
Aspects of these planets to the angles

Both bodies behold the same planet
Both bodies are ruled by the same planet
Both bodies are in their own signs
Both bodies are in their own sect

Saturn predominating as ruler makes the Native
deep, austere, purposeful, dictatorial, and
covetous – and this is if Saturn is well placed!
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Qualities of the Soul: Ptolemy
•

•

•
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Qualities of the Soul: Ptolemy

Jupiter predominating as ruler makes the
Native magnanimous, honorable, hedonistic,
liberal, just, compassionate, etc. - again, take
into account the condition of Jupiter
Mars predominating as ruler makes the Native
noble, of a commanding presence, rash, quick
to anger, tyrannical, but a good leader – again
this is Mars dignified!
Venus predominating as ruler makes the Native
luxury-loving, fun-loving, eloquent,
compassionate, charming and neat
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•

•

Mercury predominating as ruler makes the
Native wise, shrewd, learned, mathematically
inclined, curious, prudent, interested in the
occult, and good at achieving goals
The Moon predominating as ruler is read
through its nodal cycle and phases:
•

•

The Moon at the Bendings gives greater
versatility, while the Moon at the Nodes gives
greater volatility and activity
The Moon waxing: greater talent and frankness;
the Moon waning slower, less sense of purpose,
and greater cautiousness
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Qualities of the Soul: Abū 'Ali*

Qualities of the Soul: Ptolemy
•

•

The Sun predominating as ruler makes the
Native justice-loving, successful, honorable,
dignified, reverent – if dignified
Diseases of the soul come from afflictions to
Moon or Mercury:
•
•

•
•
•
•

By the malefics, especially Saturn by day or Mars
at night (i.e., when the malefic is in sect)
If the Lights are afflicted by the malefics, then
there can be sexual dysfunctions

Lord of the Ascendant
Mercury, ruler of intellect, speech and oration
Quadruplicity gives the speed of the mind
Oriental or angular gives a sound mind and
morals

* From: Dykes, B. N. (2009). Persian nativities. 1,
Masha'allah & Abu 'Ali . Minneapolis, MN, Cazimi
Press, pp 236-237.
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Qualities of the Soul: Montulmo
•

Qualities of the Soul: Montulmo

In a note added by Regiomontanus in the
original addition, it's clear that the combination
of Moon and Mercury as outlined by Ptolemy
referred to the rational soul as defined by
Aristotle.
•

•
•

The vegetative soul (or its domain) is primarily
read through the Hyleg, Ascendant and its
derivatives
The animal soul (or its domain) is given by the
Almuten of the Ascendant, and the Sect Light
The Moon has dominion over all three soul
domains
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Qualities of the Soul: Schoener
•

•
•
•

•

•

Mercury gives reason and intellect
The Moon gives the temperament and the
interface between body and mind
The Ascendant can also be brought in to represent
the body as far as the body-mind connection is
concerned
Montulmo appears to suggest combining together
the separate Almutens for the Moon, Mercury and
Ascendant to read the soul (page 44). However,
the wording of the subsequent sections, which
repeats Ptolemy, makes it unclear how much
focus he actually put on the combination.
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Qualities of the Soul: Schoener

Schoener looked at the qualities of soul by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Mercury
Mercury's Almuten
Moon
Moon's Almuten
Ascendant
Almuten of Ascendant
Out-of-sect Triplicity Ruler of the 12th
Mixed or Participating Triplicity Ruler of the 12th
Mixed or Participating Triplicity Ruler of the 7th
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•

•

•

Schoener compared the Almutens of Moon and
Mercury to see whether the Native was ruled by
passions or intellect respectively, according to which
Almuten was stronger.
He also looked at multiple methods of comparing the
Moon and Mercury, including any aspect, and
especially, the conditions of the dispositors of the
two, especially their Almutens
• The Almutens ruled by Infortunes produce evil
• The Almutens ruled by benefics produce good
Schoener then repeats a section from Ptolemy
concerning the dominance of different planets as
primary Rulers.
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Signifier of the Spirit
•
•
•

•

Definition of the Signifier of Spirit

Generic example of combining two planets that
don't aspect – or that do!
This analysis technique can be used for any
planetary pair or grouping
The Signifier of Spirit is the planet that
mediates between or synthesizes the inputs of
the Moon and Mercury
In more modern parlance, it's the planet that
facilitates the communication between mind
and body

•
•
•

Take the dignities of the bodies Moon and
Mercury
Add up the points of dignity for their
dispositors
The planet with the most points of dignity is
the Signifier of the Spirit.
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Qualities of the Soul: Ferrier
•

•
•
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Morning Star vs. Evening Star

Oger Ferrier explicitly spells out the technique of
finding the combined Almuten of the Moon and
Mercury (page 24).
Having done so, he mainly follows the descriptions
of Ptolemy for sole proprietorship.
He also mentions that if another planet has significant
disposition besides the primary Signifier, then that
planet should be added into the consideration.

Max. elong.
3-31-13

Max. elong.
2-16-13

Retrograde
2-22-13
Inf. Conj 3-4-13
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Oriental and Occidental
•

Separation of Geo to Helio Mercury

Inferior planets:
•
•

•
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Mercury and Venus occidental are accidentally
dignified
Mercury and Venus oriental are accidentally
debilitated, being too headstrong

Superior planets:
•
•

Oriental are accidentally dignified
Occidental are accidentally debilitated
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Angular Separation of Geo and
Helio Mercury

Mercury Phases 2013
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Observations
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The Current Dalai Lama
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The Current Dalai Lama
•
•
•

•
•
•
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The Current Dalai Lama

Mercury as Signifier of Spirit
Mercury is dispositor of both Moon and
Mercury individually
Moon is: conjunct Neptune, sextile Jupiter,
opposite Saturn, trine Sun, trine Fortuna; all
applying
Moon is: trine Uranus, separating
Mercury is: sextile Venus, applying?
Abū 'Ali gives same reading, because the
Ascendant is Cancer
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•

•

Schoener would unequivocally state that the
Dalai Lama is ruled by intellect, with Mercury
disposing both Mercury and the Moon.
Where is the compassion? One wouldn't
necessarily recognize this from such Mercury
dominance.
•

How about the Sun sextile Neptune, sextile
Jupiter, trine Saturn, all tight, with the Sun
ruling the 3rd in the 1st, and Saturn ruling the 9th?
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Dalai Lama Geo-Helio

Ang. Separation is 312-85=227. In a trine in whole sign,
the Dalai Lama has an oriental Mercury, just out of
beams, going toward maximum elongation.

Annie Besant
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Annie Besant
•

•
•

•
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Annie Besant

Besant, who was the successor to Madame
Blavatsky as head of the Theosophical Society,
had Jupiter as the Signifier of Spirit, with
Jupiter exalted
With the Moon conjunct Jupiter, we see the
transmission from Blavatsky
With Moon and Mercury square, we see
tensions between the two sides of the character
– and Moon (passions) will win
This brings a strong religious nature, honor,
kindness, compassion, and leadership qualities

•

•
•
•

The Moon has a lot of squares, but in easy
aspect to traditional malefics except for being
at the Bendings
Her Moon is at the Northern Bending,
suggesting that she was ahead of her time.
Mercury likewise has complex aspect pattern,
but not with traditional malefics
Using Abū 'Ali's idea of the Ascendant, we see
more of a Mars-Sun influence, which also
makes quite a bit of sense.
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Annie Besant Geo-Helio

Ang. Separation is 226-186=40: a novile. Besant has an
occidental Mercury, Under Beams, going toward
inferior conjunction.
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Annie Besant Geo-Helio
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Ang. Separation is 368-196=172. In a trine in whole
sign, Besant has an occidental Mercury, Under Beams,
going toward inferior conjunction.
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Example: Sonia Gandhi

Sonia Gandhi
•

•
•
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Sonia Gandhi Geo-Helio

Signifier of Spirit is Mars. Notice that Mars is
peregrine, combust, and ruling the 9th house of
foreign places. Mars is the Signifier of Spirit
simply because Mars is such a strong Ruler of
Scorpio, and a Triplicity ruler of the water
signs.
The Moon and Mercury are in the same
element, matching Ptolemy's consideration.
The lack dignity of Mars makes him an erratic
fighter, rash, stubborn, and spirited, all
enhanced by being opposite Uranus.
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Summary
•

•
•

Ptolemy's method of analyzing two planets
together could be applied to any planetary pair
– or any combination of planets
Different planetary pairs would represent
different concepts and challenges
This method allows the astrologer to get
beyond aspects, because planets not in aspect
must sometimes relate anyway

Ang. Separation is 164-236=-72. In a sextile in whole sign, but
a partile quintile in exactitude, Gandhi has an oriental Mercury,
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speeding up toward maximum elongation.
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